**National Institute of Electronics and Information Technology**  
**Delhi Centre**  
2nd Floor, Parsvnath Metro Mall,  
Inderlok Metro Station, Inderlok, Delhi-110052  
Empalement of technical manpower to be deployed in Govt. Departments on contract basis

**Details of qualification, experience required for each post**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Essential Qualification</th>
<th>Working Ex (after availing any Govt. recognized degree/diploma in IT) as on 23-01-2017</th>
<th>Max. Age Limit (As on 23-01-2017)</th>
<th>Remuneration (₹) per month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Or  
B.E./B.Tech (other disciplines) /Master's degree in Science, Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, Commerce, Operations Research with one year ‘A’ level of DOEACC/ PGDCA  
(50% Marks in aggregate or Equivalent grade in qualifying Degree/Diploma) | At least three Years experience in large software Designing & Development using VB, ASP/JAVA, JSP/ ,Net, D2K, SQL server/oracle 8i/9i DBA, WIN NT/Linux with knowledge of Hardware and Networking | 40 yrs | 26625/- to 36400/- |
| 2.    | Programmer-A | SAME AS OF SYSTEM ANALYST | At least two Years experience in large software Designing & Development using VB, .Net, ASP, JAVA, JSP, D2K, SQL server/oracle 8i/9i DBA, WIN NT/Linux with knowledge of Hardware and Networking | 35 yrs | 24962/- to 32500/- |
| 3.    | Programmer Assistant 'B' | Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science/Computer Applications/ Electronics & communication  
Or  
Bachelor’s degree in Science, Mathematics, Statistics, Economics, Commerce, Operations Research with one year ‘A’ level of DOEACC/ PGDCA  
(50% Marks in aggregate or Equivalent grade in qualifying Degree/Diploma) | At least one year experience in large software Designing & Development using VB, .Net, JAVA, JSP, D2K, SQL server/oracle 8i/9i DBA, WIN NT/Linux with knowledge of Hardware and Networking | 35 yrs | 21634/- to 28600/- |

**Note:**

1. **The Qualification of the candidates must be from a recognized Institution/Board/University as per Govt. of India rules.**